
SLCC National Conference 10th & 11th October 2018 

Attended by J Hodgson 

 

The conference environment allows a delegate to think beyond the day to day tasks of the job. 

It provides an opportunity to gain new ideas, fresh perspective, learn from the experiences of 

other councils, make new contacts and be better informed.  

For Stanwick, the Cemetery Development presentation was especially relevant, both from the 

perspective of potentially extending the cemetery and from legal obligations relating the water 

in the cemetery as it is now. This will be raised with Council separately. 

Speakers included the Clerk to Salisbury Town Council and how she had to deal with the 

Novichok incidents; a Clerk whose council is in litigation with 15 of its residents following 

flooding and a Clerk to a rural parish that now puts on a music festival. 

A presentation were given by Mr Ramsey, Senior Policy Advisor to the Committee on 

Standards in Public Life. The Committee is due to publish a report in the new year that will, 

apparently, provide for the parish sector as well as the district and county level. 

Mr Goolden of Wilkin Chapman LLP gave an overview of judicial cases that are relevant to 

the conduct of council members towards each other and council officers. This is relevant to the 

council as it may, unexpectedly, find itself in a situation where it needs to take action. 

From the various conference sessions I noted the following in particular: 

 The challenges faced by our sector include: 

 Financial 

 Climate change (increased likelihood of flooding is especially relevant to Stanwick) 

 Social media (how it is used against councils) 

 Computerisation of tasks and the impact on employment opportunities 

 Aging population 

 

 The need to make the council relevant to the community 

 How to attract a variety of people to the role of councillor 

 ‘Sell’ the positives of the council to the community 

 Advertise – ‘do you want to do something positive for Stanwick’ 

 Stress that the council is a group of (politically) independent people working for 

Stanwick 

 What can you do for Stanwick? What would you like? 

 

 Create a village website, to stand alongside the Parish Council website 

 

 When dealing with the media following a significant incident, ensure a consistent message 

is given to all and that a legacy of communication is created to provide an audit trail. 

 

 Hampshire County Council has written to every riparian owner (someone who owns land 

that borders a water course) to remind them of their responsibilities. Sometimes Land 



Registry records show that a property has responsibilities where the home owner doesn’t 

realise they exist. 

 

 Consider having a councillor development programme. 

 

 The need to create an induction programme for new councillors 

 

 To re-examine how the council wants to position itself and take another look at the Local 

Council Awards Scheme 

 

 That a Community Governance Review may be appropriate for Stanwick 

 

 Frome Town Council has a really off the wall approach and is incredibly successful.  


